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Abstract: Picosecond timing of single photons has laid the foundation of a great variety of
applications, from life sciences to quantum communication, thanks to the combination of ultimate
sensitivity with a bandwidth that cannot be reached by analog recording techniques. Nowadays,
more and more applications could still be enabled or advanced by progress in the available
instrumentation, resulting in a steadily increasing research interest in this field. In this scenario,
single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) have gained a key position, thanks to the remarkable
precision they are able to provide, along with other key advantages like ruggedness, compactness,
large signal amplitude, and room temperature operation, which neatly distinguish them from other
solutions like superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors and silicon photomultipliers.
With this work, we aim at filling a gap in the literature by providing a thorough discussion of
the main design rules and tradeoffs for silicon SPADs and the electronics employed along them
to achieve high timing precision. In the end, we conclude with our outlook on the future by
summarizing new routes that could benefit from present and prospective timing features of silicon
SPADs.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Time-resolved single-photon measurements are growing today as enabling tools in fields as
diverse as quantum communication [1], near-infrared spectroscopy [2] and computational imaging
[3]. Such applications pose great technological challenges such as meeting the highly demanding
requirements set on the single-photon detection system. Indeed, high sensitivity, picosecond
timing resolution and, often, the possibility to be integrated in multichannel modules by exploiting
large and/or dense single-photon detector arrays are only some of the features that directly affect
the performance of a time-resolved measurement. Such an ambitious combination of parameters
forces the designer to a thorough optimization of the entire detection system.

In the large landscape of single-photon technologies, superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors (SNSPDs) [4,5] are attracting tremendous attention due to the exquisite photon detection
efficiency (PDE), even higher than 90%, the very low dark count rate (DCR), commonly a few
counts per second (cps), and the remarkable timing jitter, typically between 20 and 100 ps full
width half maximum (FWHM). Recently, Korzh et al. [6] have also demonstrated a record-
breaking jitter lower than 3 ps, even though the adopted geometry makes this specific device
difficult for the exploitation in a real-life experiment. More generally, SNSPDs require a complex
setup based on a cryostat for their operation (typical operating temperature is 4 K) and, in addition,
the manufacturing technology is not yet as mature as needed to implement detector arrays with
performance similar to the one demonstrated for a single pixel [7].
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An alternative option, operating at room temperature (or slightly below), is the use of single-
photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) [8,9]. These are semiconductor pn junctions biased over the
breakdown voltage that are able to produce a macroscopic current pulse when triggered by a single
photon. With respect to other room temperature solutions like photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
[10] and hybrid single photon detectors [11], silicon SPADs are purely solid state devices able
to provide higher PDE (especially for red and near-infrared wavelengths [12]), lower operating
voltages and a more compact design. In addition, silicon SPADs can be integrated in megapixel
arrays [13,14] while preserving the integrity of the photon timing signal, different from what
happens with large-area silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) [15]. Last but not least, SPADs can
achieve a DCR and a maximum count rate comparable to commercial SNSPDs [16–18]. However,
attaining a suitable combination of all these parameters is typically a complex task, requiring not
only a deep understanding of the device physics, but also a broader knowledge that involves how
to design the front end electronics in order to extract precise photon timing information. SPADs
and front end electronics are indeed profoundly interrelated and each design choice considered
on one side will affect the solutions that will be adopted on the other side.

In this review, we aim at providing a complete guide on how to achieve high-precision
time-resolved (i.e. timing) single-photon measurements with silicon SPADs in a wavelength
range between 400 and 1000 nm. Hereafter, we will not specify the material anymore, unless for
a few examples of SPADs and other avalanche detectors designed for operation beyond 1000 nm,
which are typically based on different materials (e.g. InP/InGaAs, Ge, HgCdTe) and structures
(e.g. separate absorption, charge and multiplication regions). For the sake of compactness, we
will not provide details regarding these devices. The reader interested in this topic can refer to
[8,19–22].

This paper is oriented both toward scientists interested in understanding the best SPAD-based
detection solution for a given application and toward engineers that are investigating the main
tradeoffs and guidelines for the design of a SPAD-based timing system. Therefore, we start
by reviewing the physics behind the avalanche and the main models developed to link the
temporal response to the main SPAD design parameters and we continue by discussing the
highest performance SPADs demonstrated and reported in the literature for timing applications.
Throughout the review we also address the strong link between device physics and front end
electronics and, in the end, we conclude this work by providing our perspective on likely future
work and technological challenges that will come in this fascinating research field.

2. Single-photon avalanche diode

In this section we start from the SPAD avalanche physics and modeling, moving through the state
of the art toward the highest performance SPADs reported so far. However, we will focus only
on the features that make the SPAD an ideal solution for a single-photon timing measurement,
therefore we assume the readers are familiar with some background definitions. Readers interested
in a more comprehensive review can refer to [8].

2.1. SPAD fundamentals and basic models

A SPAD is basically a pn junction, which is reverse biased above its breakdown voltage. In
this condition, if no free carriers are present in the space charge region, the device remains in
a quiescent state with no current flowing through it. However, if a photon is absorbed, a free
electron-hole pair is photo-generated. The high electric field of the space charge region then
accelerates any free carrier in this area to an energy high enough to produce other pairs by means
of impact ionization. Since the applied voltage is greater than the breakdown value, the carrier
multiplication process results in a self-sustained macroscopic current that is limited only by the
parasitic resistance in series with the detector. Such a process is traditionally modeled with the
equivalent circuit proposed by Cova et al. [23] (Figure 1(a)), in which the SPAD is considered
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a voltage source (value equal to the breakdown voltage Vbd) surrounded by the resistive and
capacitive parasitics of the main pn junction and of other junctions, which are typically employed
for electrical isolation from the substrate and/or other devices integrated in the same die, and the
photon arrival is mimicked through an external pulse (Photon) of proper duration.
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Fig. 1. Basic modeling of the SPAD relying on equivalent circuits. a) Traditional model
proposed by Cova et al. [23]. b) Traditional model [23] improved and complemented by
Dalla Mora et al. [26,27].

During the detection process, the external electronics (i.e. the front end) plays a key role.
Indeed, once the avalanche is triggered, the detector is blind and cannot detect further photons
until it is reset. In order to quench the current and reset the device to the initial condition, a proper
circuit is needed. Such a circuit can be simply a high-value resistor, but this typically leads to a
slow reset transient, during which parameters like timing jitter, PDE or DCR are not constant.
All these drawbacks are not acceptable for the majority of the photon timing experiments and so
more complex circuital solutions, typically based on active components (e.g. transistors [24])
and/or novel passive devices (e.g. adaptive resistive switches [25]), are considered. The design
and role of these circuits in a photon timing experiment will be considered throughout Section 3.
Here, the main point is that as the complexity of the front end increases, so does the complexity
of the SPAD simulation model. Therefore, throughout the years the traditional model reported in
Figure 1(a) has been complemented with additional parts, with the final aim of adding features
and peculiarities of real detectors. As an example, Dalla Mora et al. [26] introduced triggering,
self-sustainability and self-quenching of the avalanche by means of current/voltage controlled
switches. In addition, they decided to replace the linear model adopted in Figure 1(a) for the I-V
characteristic curve of the SPAD with a piece-wise linear function, implemented through the
non-constant voltage source Vspad. Such a voltage source provides a correct modeling only in
the breakdown region and was recently complemented with two additional branches in which a
current flows when either forward (subscript f) or reverse (subscript r) biased above the second
breakdown (due to, for example, edge effects) [27]. The circuit model, fully compatible with
commercial simulators like OrCAD PSpice and Virtuoso Spectre, is reported in Figure 1(b).
Models like this are ideal for designing the quenching electronics: current waveform, avalanche
charge, power dissipation and quench/reset times are typically the main parameters that are
accessible by employing this modeling. In addition, more complex simulations are also possible
by complementing the equivalent circuits with stochastic models able to generate triggering
events through the input Photon. A relevant example is [28], in which Giustolisi et al. developed
a behavioral model including photon arrival, dark counts due to thermally-generated carriers
and aftepulses. Later, Cheng et al. [29] improved this model by adding also the band-to-band
tunneling contribution to the DCR and the temporal dependence of the aftepulsing counts. In
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both cases, Verilog-A is the language employed to integrate the statistical behaviour of the
detector into Virtuoso Spectre. These models find employment when system-level metrics need
to be simulated, as an example in applications like light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [30–32]
and positron emission tomography (PET) [33,34]. Finally, it is also worth noting that this
approach to the device modeling was employed successfully also for SiPMs [35,36], InP/InGaAs
SPADs operated either in gated [37,38] or free-running mode [38–40] and even for novel device
structures like perimeter-gated CMOS SPADs [41] (i.e. SPADs with an additional gate terminal
that surrounds the junction and prevents premature edge breakdown).

Although these models are perfect for the simulation of quenching and even system electronics,
it is necessary to note that they have an important limitation. Indeed, the detection process is not
modeled at a level that is sufficient to accurately reproduce the temporal response and, therefore,
relying on these models for the design of a readout circuit able to extract the timing information
by preserving its precision is not possible. The physical description of the temporal response and
its mathematical modeling are the subjects of the next section.

2.2. Temporal response

The temporal response of the SPAD is typically quantified through the instrument response
function (IRF) and an example of this curve is reported in Figure 2(a). Besides a normalization
factor, the IRF represents the probability density of the photon detection time Tdet recorded by the
readout electronics. As reported in Figure 2(a), it is usually characterized by a strong Gaussian
peak, whose width is referred to as timing jitter and quantified through its FWHM, and by a
lower exponential tail, typically quantified by its lifetime. Often, in order to include also the
effect of the exponential tail, the IRF distribution is evaluated by considering not only its FWHM,
but also by means of the full width at 1/10th maximum (FWTM) or the full width at 1/100th
maximum (FW1/100M).
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Fig. 2. Temporal response of a SPAD device. a) Example of IRF for a custom-technology
SPAD [8]. Both FWHM and FW1/100M are quoted on the graph. b) Electric field and
schematic structure of a SPAD, in which all the processes possibly contributing to the
statistical dispersion of the photon detection time are depicted: I) carrier diffusion, II) carrier
drift, III) avalanche build-up, IV) avalanche lateral propagation assisted by secondary carrier
diffusion and V) avalanche lateral propagation assisted by secondary photons.

The detection time Tdet can be seen as the sum of different contributions, each of them
corresponding to the random time spent on a different part of the detection process:

Tdet = Tdiff + Tdrift + Tbuild + Tprop, (1)

where:
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• Tdiff is the time elapsed between the generation of a carrier pair in a quasi-neutral region
and the actual collection of a carrier by the electric field present in the depletion region.
It is worth noting that, in case the photon is absorbed within the depletion region, this
contribution is zero. This process is depicted in Figure 2(b) (I).

• Tdrift is the time elapsed between the appearance of the carrier in the depletion region and
its arrival in the multiplication region, where the electric field is high enough to produce
impact ionization events. This process is depicted in Figure 2(b) (II).

• Tbuild is the time interval in which the avalanche starts growing, but remains confined in
the narrow filament that includes the point of appearance of the carrier in the depletion
region. This process is depicted in Figure 2(b) (III).

• Tprop is the time during which the avalanche continues its growth until the current reaches
the detection threshold set by the readout electronics. In this phase the avalanche propagates
laterally throughout all the active area of the SPAD assisted either by secondary carrier
diffusion or by secondary photons. These two processes are depicted in Figure 2(b) (IV)
and (V), respectively.

All these variables, which are intrinsically related to the SPAD physics, contribute to the
statistical distribution of the avalanche current waveforms thus setting the ultimate limit to the
dispersion (from photon to photon) of the IRF. Hereafter, we proceed by analyzing each of these
contributions. If not otherwise stated, the following discussion will always take as a reference
the standard n-over-p SPAD structure reported in Figure 2(b), featuring an electric field profile
encompassing both a high-field multiplication and a low-field drift region. While the first region
is responsible for the avalanche ignition and growth, the second one is typically employed in
SPADs to promptly collect carriers generated by photons absorbed deeper into the detector. Other
structures that have demonstrated remarkable single-photon timing capabilities (e.g. the p-i-n
diode) will be taken into account as well.

2.2.1. Carrier diffusion

The first contribution that we analyze is Tdiff , which is the random delay at the origin of the SPAD
exponential tail. Such a non-ideality cannot be ignored since it may produce distortion on timing
measurements and, in particular, it is under the spotlight in applications like high clock-rate
quantum key distribution (QKD), where it may limit the quantum bit error rate (QBER) [42,43],
or time-resolved near-infrared spectroscopy, when time gating is employed to improve acquisition
speed and dynamic range [44,45]. As we will discuss in this section, the exponential tail is strictly
connected to the diffusion phenomenon and, therefore, many refer to the tail as "diffusion tail"
and to Tdiff as "diffusion time" even though this would not be strictly correct since here we are
considering the random motion of a single carrier and not the motion of an ensemble of carriers.

The physical origin of the diffusion time Tdiff is related to the photons absorbed in the
quasi-neutral regions of the device, which generate electron-hole pairs that are not promptly
accelerated by the electric field, as opposed to what happens when photons are absorbed in the
depletion region. Considering the representation of Figure 2(b) (I), a minority electron generated
in the lower quasi-neutral region moves as a random walker until either it recombines, it escapes
laterally or it gets collected by the electric field and directed toward the multiplication region.
The first two possibilities do not result in an avalanche, however they are typically negligible if
the device is fabricated through a reasonably clean process (recombination in silicon is mediated
by defects) and if the active area of the device is many times larger than the thickness of the
quasi-neutral region. On the contrary, in the third case there is a possibility for the avalanche to
be ignited. Since the initial motion of the electrons is not subject to a strong driving force, this is
a process that can introduce a non-negligible random delay between the photon absorption and
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the actual detection, which corresponds to Tdiff and whose value can be even in the nanosecond
range. Obviously, similar considerations hold also for a minority hole generated in the upper
quasi-neutral region and, as a result, the exponential tail measured experimentally on a SPAD is
the result of the superposition of both of these contributions. Tail lifetime and ratio of the number
of counts with respect to the gaussian peak depend on the distribution of the photogenerated
carriers as a function of depth. As the photon wavelength increases, also the light penetration
increases and, as a result, the tail becomes slower and with higher intensity relative to the gaussian
peak [46].

At first sight, the most natural way to model the exponential tail is through a Monte Carlo
simulation. In a few words, after a photon is absorbed in one of the quasi-neutral regions, the
random walk of the generated carrier is computed to establish if and when it will reach the
depletion region. In principle, this means that the carrier motion is simulated at each step with
the extraction of a random direction and a random distance that is travelled with no collision.
By iterating this process, the whole motion is computed and, by repeating it for a statistically
significant number of photons, it is possible to generate the whole exponential tail. However, this
approach is typically time consuming and other solutions are actually implemented in practice.
The first modeling was proposed by Ripamonti et al. [46] by preserving the single-carrier
approach, but, on the other hand, introducing the concept of macro-collision, which accounts for
a large number of real collisions. The result of a macro-collision is computed on the basis of the
Gaussian solution of the time-dependent diffusion equation for a point source initial condition in
an unlimited 3D domain. This solution provides the spatial probability density distribution of the
carrier for any assigned delay td; however, the choice of this parameter for each macro-collision
may be tricky especially if we consider the proximity to the boundaries, where the unlimited
domain hypothesis is at stake.

Recently, Gulinatti et al. [47] proposed a different paradigm able to overcome the problems
of the Monte Carlo simulation. Indeed, nothing changes if, instead of just one carrier, many
non-interacting carriers are present at the same time in the quasi-neutral region. This means
that the same phenomenon can be described macroscopically as the collective motion of a large
number of carriers subject to the drift-diffusion equations and the result would be the same as
produced by an equally large number of Monte Carlo iterations. It is worth noting that, although
the diffusion plays the most important role, such a model allows one to include also the effects
of the faint electric field present in the quasi-neutral regions due to doping gradients. More
specifically, if we refer again to Figure 2(b) (I), the contribution to the exponential tail given by
the electrons can be calculated in this framework as the electron flow Fn(xp, t), namely the number
of electrons per unit time that enters the depletion region from the lower quasi-neutral region,
assuming an absorbing boundary condition at x = xp (i.e. electron concentration n(xp) = 0).
Gulinatti and coworkers verified the validity of their assumptions by implementing a 1D version
of this model and by showing good prediction on thin SPADs fabricated through the same custom
technology [48], yet with different doping profiles. An example of simulation [47] is depicted in
Figure 3(a), where both the upper and the lower quasi-neutral region contributions are reported.
Gulinatti et al. were recently followed in this approach also by Sun et al. [49] who validated this
model with p+/n-well SPADs fabricated in a 0.18 µm CMOS technology. A similar model was
also exploited more recently by Helleboid and coworkers [50], who decided to start by computing
the 3D electric field profile and to continue by integrating the drift-diffusion equation along the
field lines calculated at the former step. In this way, it is possible to apply similar considerations
also to more complex structures by preserving the 1D nature of the involved equations, but
repeating the calculation for field lines developing on a 3D domain. The model was validated on
different n+/p-well SPAD architectures that differ in the size of the n+ implant.

Since the exponential tail is strongly connected with the diffusion of minority carriers
throughout the quasi-neutral regions, the lifetime of the exponential tail is also strongly connected
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Fig. 3. Simulation and peculiar features of the exponential tail. a) Temporal response of
a custom-technology thin SPAD at λ = 800 nm as simulated by Gulinatti and coworkers
[47]. All the contributions coming from the different regions of the devices are reported
separately. b) Temporal response of a 100 µm CMOS SPAD at λ = 850 nm as measured by
Villa and coworkers [55]. The different substrate voltages Vsub allow the reader to appreciate
the effect of reducing the lower quasi-neutral region on both the tail and the FWHM. Data
courtesy of Prof. Federica Villa (Politecnico di Milano).

with the thickness of these regions, which, in order to sharpen the SPAD temporal response,
have to be always designed as thin as possible. Following this idea, SPAD temporal responses
featuring a lifetime lower than 100 ps [16,17,51–53] or even free of slow components [54,55]
were proposed and successfully demonstrated. For example, Spinelli and coworkers [54] modified
the structure of the custom-technology thin SPAD previously reported by Lacaita et al. [56] by
removing the p+ buried layer in the region immediately below the active area of the device. As a
result, the drift region is further extended toward the depletion region of the substrate junction
that is typically employed to isolate the SPAD from the rest of the die. In this condition, if
voltages are high enough, the two depletion regions merge into a single one and the quasi-neutral
region in-between is completely suppressed. However, as pointed out later in [47], this solution is
not well suited to large-area SPADs (diameter d > 10 µm). Indeed, Villa et al. [55] demonstrated
experimentally in a 0.35 µm CMOS-technology SPAD featuring a diameter as high as d = 100 µm
that a complete suppression of the quasi-neutral region, obtained by progressively decreasing the
substrate voltage Vsub from 0 to −30 V, makes the tail progressively disappear, but, on the other
hand, it leads also to a FWHM increasing from 92 to 177 ps (Figure 3(b)). This detrimental effect
is connected to the high series resistance seen by the carriers generated upon the absorption of a
photon close to the center of the SPAD active area and will be thoroughly addressed in Section
2.2.4.

Deep-junction SPADs As an interesting case study, let us now consider the case of deep-
junction SPADs [16,17,57–64]: these devices are characterized by a buried multiplication region
that results in an electric field profile typically mirrored with respect to the one reported in
Figure 2(b). These SPADs are flourishing thanks to the introduction of deep n-wells in CMOS
imaging and high-voltage processes, typically realized through high-energy ion implantation
and thus featuring a retrograde doping profile (i.e. the doping concentration increases as one
goes deeper), which is also exploited to avoid premature edge breakdown with no need of guard
rings [65]. In order to study the properties of the exponential tail in deep-junction SPADs let us
consider two different situations: firstly, the illumination with photons having short wavelengths
(λ < 500 nm), which results in a strong absorption in the first hundreds of nanometers of the
device and thus in a non-negligible probability to generate free carriers in the upper quasi-neutral
region; secondly, the illumination with photons having long wavelengths (λ > 600 nm), which
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results in broadly distributed absorption throughout the device and thus in a non-negligible
probability to generate free carriers in the lower quasi-neutral region.

Let us start by considering the first scenario (short wavelengths) and the case of a deep-junction
SPAD with a depletion region featuring only a thin multiplication layer (i.e. with no drift region).
This situation can result in a large broadening of the IRF with two different emerging peaks
[47]: one that is faster and sharper, related to the carriers absorbed in the depleted region, and
another one that is slower and broader, related to the diffusing carriers absorbed in the thick
upper quasi-neutral region. This phenomenon is evident if we consider the SPAD proposed in
the literature by Webster et al. [58] fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS technology, whose structure
and electric field profile are both reported in Figure 4(a). This device is implemented through a
deep n-well on a p-type substrate, a design that results in one of the best PDE curve provided
by a CMOS SPAD (Figure 4(c)), with a maximum value of 72% at λ = 560 nm (≈ 33% at λ =
400 nm). However, due to the thick upper quasi-neutral region, the temporal response at the
short wavelength is not suitable for picosecond timing applications, since the FWHM = 1.55 ns
at λ = 443 nm is limited by a tail lifetime as high as 1.4 ns (Figure 4(e)). A solution to this
issue is already pointed out by the same authors in a different work [59], in which they report
a SPAD fabricated in a 90 nm CMOS technology where they exploit a similar structure, yet
with an additional shallow p-well introduced to prevent the slowest holes from reaching the
multiplication region. The final result is a sharp temporal response also in the short wavelength
range, with a tail lifetime of only 210.7 ps and a corresponding FWHM of 84 ps at λ = 443 nm
(Figure 4(e)). However, it is worth mentioning that in this case the authors have traded off a
sharper temporal response with a lower PDE, which moves from about 33% to only 5% at λ =
400 nm (Figure 4(c)). On the contrary, such a tradeoff between temporal response and PDE is not
present when the upper layer is exploited to accommodate the drift region of the device. This was
demonstrated lately by Sanzaro et al. [17] and Gramuglia et al. [16] in a 160 nm BCD and in a
180 nm CMOS technology, respectively. They both exploited a deep-junction SPAD as Webster
et al. [58,59], however with a depletion region extending for a large part of the upper p layer and,
thus, resulting in a quasi-neutral region that is concentrated only at the surface of the device. In
particular, Figure 4(b) reports the SPAD structure designed by Gramuglia et al. [16], which is
based on a p-well (i.e. the anode) isolated from the p-type substrate by a buried n-well layer (i.e.
the cathode). The presence of a low-doped p epitaxial layer allows the implementation of a p-i-n
structure, in which the electric field is approximately flat and extends over the upper p region
(Figure 4(b)). The final result is a sharp temporal response along with no detrimental effect on
the PDE at the short wavelengths. Such an engineered device allowed Gramuglia et al. [16] to
experimentally demonstrate a tail lifetime as low as 31.5 ps at λ = 515 nm (Figure 4(e)), along
with a PDE as high as 30% at λ = 400 nm (Figure 4(d)). Moreover, such an outstanding result
has been recently improved to achieve lifetime values even lower than 30 ps [66].

Let us move now on the long wavelengths (λ > 600 nm) and let us consider again as a reference
the SPAD proposed by Webster and coworkers in a 130 nm CMOS technology [58]. Even in this
spectral range the performance in terms of PDE is remarkable, with about 60% at λ = 654 nm.
Moreover, at this operating wavelength the temporal response is not subject to the same effect
observed for the shorter wavelengths and, as reported in Figure 4(f), the resulting FWHM is as
low as 77 ps. However, even if the sharp FWHM is preserved, the same cannot be said for the tail,
which is characterized by a lifetime as high as 1.7 ns. The origin of such a slow tail can be found
in the fact that the SPAD is not fabricated in an isolated well, but, on the contrary, the anode of
the device is electrically connected to the p-type substrate and, thus, all the electrons generated
in the substrate have a chance to reach the multiplication region and trigger an avalanche. A
possible solution consists again in preventing the slower carriers from reaching the depletion
region and this can be achieved by resorting to one of the SPAD structures proposed, as an
example, by Sanzaro et al. [17] or by Gramuglia et al. [16], which both feature dedicated doping
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Fig. 4. Deep-junction SPADs. a) Device structure and electric field (color map) of the
SPAD developed by Webster et al. [58] in a 130 nm CMOS technology. Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2012, IEEE. b) Device structure and electric field (reported through
a plot and a color map) of the SPAD developed by Gramuglia et al. [16] in a 180 nm CMOS
technology. Reproduced under terms of the CC-BY license. Copyright 2022, The Authors,
published by IEEE. c) PDE as a function of the wavelength reported for the non-isolated
SPADs proposed by Webster et al. in [58] (130 nm) and [59] (90 nm). d) PDE as a function
of the wavelength reported for the isolated SPADs proposed by Sanzaro et al. [17] and
Gramuglia et al. [16]. The figure reports also Webster et al. (130 nm) [58] for comparison
purposes. e) IRF measured at short wavelengths for Webster et al. (130 nm) [58] compared
to Webster et al. (90 nm) [59] and Gramuglia et al. [16]. Wavelengths are λ = 443 nm, λ
= 470 nm and λ = 515 nm, respectively. Tail lifetime is reported for each curve. f) IRF
measured at long wavelengths for Webster et al. (130 nm) [58] compared to Sanzaro et al.
[17]. Wavelengths are λ = 654 nm and λ = 850 nm, respectively. Tail lifetime is reported for
each curve.
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wells that host the SPAD and that are insulated from the substrate (Figure 4(b)). Thanks to this
design, Sanzaro et al. [17] managed to demonstrate a fast tail as low as 48.0 ps at λ = 850 nm
(Figure 4(f)). However, once again, preventing the collection of slow carriers means also having a
lower PDE, which is less than 10% at this wavelength, more than a factor of 2 lower with respect
to what was demonstrated by Webster et al. with a non-isolated substrate (Figure 4(d)). The
tradeoff can be broken also in this case, but in order to do that it is necessary to expand in depth
both the isolated doping well and the depletion region of the SPAD, preferably by introducing
a drift region in order to limit operating voltages and power dissipation. A case study will be
thoroughly treated in the next section.

2.2.2. Carrier drift

After the exponential tail and its modeling, we now focus our attention on the photons absorbed
within the depletion region. As depicted in Figure 3(a), these are typically the majority of all the
detection events and they contribute to the overall IRF with a fast Gaussian peak, whose FWHM
is connected to the statistical dispersion of different factors. The first one is the transit time Tdrift
through the SPAD depletion region. Indeed, if we consider again the graphical representation of
Figure 2(b) (II), we promptly realize that, even considering only the depletion region, the photons
that are absorbed at different depths will produce carriers that will reach the multiplication region
with different delays.

In principle, the modeling of this phenomenon can be carried out with the same approach
proposed for the exponential tail and based on the analytical/numerical solution of the drift-
diffusion equation [47,49,50]. Even though this approach is theoretically faultless, it is also
unnecessarily complex for most of the SPAD structures. Indeed, the SPAD electric field is typically
designed to accelerate the carriers up to the saturation velocity (i.e. vsat ≈ 1×107 cm s−1 in silicon,
corresponding to about 10 ps µm−1) and, therefore, it is higher than Fsat ≈ 2-3×105 V m−1 in the
entire depletion region, even in the drift part. This means that (a) the carrier can be treated as a
purely drifting particle and (b) its velocity can be considered constant and equal to the saturation
velocity no matter the local value of the electric field [47]. For these reasons, photons absorbed in
the drift region typically contribute to the IRF peak and not to its tail. However, similarly to what
happens with the diffusion time Tdiff , the statistical dispersion of the drift time Tdrift increases as
both the thickness of the depletion region and the absorption length of the photons increases,
therefore this contribution is more evident in SPADs with high PDE at long wavelengths. Given a
wavelength that results in a quasi-uniform absorption probability throughout the depletion region,
this contribution can be roughly estimated as the drift time vsat(xn − xp), which is about 100 ps
for a SPAD having a 10 µm deep depletion region.

Thin vs. red-enhanced SPADs A useful case study to better understand the contribution given
by the drift time Tdrift is the comparison between thin SPAD and red-enhanced SPAD (RE-SPAD),
both developed at Politecnico di Milano by exploiting fully-custom silicon fabrication processes.
The structure of a thin SPAD is reported in Figure 5(a) and it is thoroughly described in [8,48],
while the structure of the RE-SPAD is shown in Figure 5(b) and comprehensively illustrated in
[8,12]. Besides some specific differences between the two structures, which allow them to have
comparable performance in terms of DCR, afterpulsing and a relatively low power dissipation in
both cases, we here focus on the thickness of the quasi-intrinsic layer that is of about 2 µm for the
thin SPAD and about 10 µm for the RE-SPAD. Such a difference extends the drift region in the
RE-SPADs, thus allowing an effective collection of the carriers generated deep into the detector
with remarkable results in terms of PDE at long wavelenghts, which increases from about 15% to
about 45% at 800 nm as reported in Figure 5(d). At the same time, the thicker depletion region is
also responsible for the IRF peak broadening, as shown in Figure 5(e), due to the increment of
the drift time in this part of the device. For the sake of completeness, the electric field profile of
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the RE-SPAD is reported in Figure 5(c). Also in this case, electrons move at saturated velocity in
the whole depletion region.
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Fig. 5. Custom-technology thin and RE-SPADs. a) Device structure of the thin SPAD
developed at Politecnico di Milano [48]. b) Device structure of the RE-SPAD developed
at Politecnico di Milano [12] on the basis of the thin device. c) Electric field profile for a
thin and a RE-SPAD. While the peak in the multiplication region is similar, the RE-SPAD
features an extended drift region for the prompt collection of electrons generated by long
wavelength photons. d) PDE as a function of the wavelength reported for the thin and the
RE-SPAD. The PDE at λ = 800 nm increases from 17% (thin SPAD) to 47% (RE-SPAD). e)
IRF measured at λ = 820 nm for the thin and the RE-SPAD. The FWHM is 34 and 94 ps,
respectively.

This example demonstrates that the tradeoff between PDE and timing response described in
Section 2.2.1 can be only mitigated by the extension of the depletion region. Indeed, while
having an extended depletion region is effective to avoid a long tail in thick devices, this in turn
broadens the IRF peak. The tradeoff between jitter and PDE is actually an open problem and,
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in order to finally break this tradeoff, novel structures are needed. Some examples are briefly
discussed in Section 4.

2.2.3. Avalanche build-up

In addition to the contribution given by the collection process (either by diffusion or drift),
another major contribution to the jitter typically arises from the avalanche growth dynamics.
Once the first carrier reaches the multiplication region, it starts generating other carrier pairs by
impact ionization. At this stage, the current grows exponentially, but there is still a relatively
small number of free carriers in the depletion region, which are confined in a small filament
that encloses the seed point and extends in the same direction as the electric field [67] (see
Figure 2(b) (III)). As the number of carriers increases, their charge becomes large enough to
weaken the electric field, slowing down the multiplication rate. Eventually, the local electric
field is depressed to approximately the breakdown level, causing the current density to saturate
at a value that allows the process to be self-sustained. This phenomenon is typically modeled
by introducing a parasitic resistance in series to the junction, i.e. the space-charge resistance
[68]. Although the space-charge resistance limits the maximum current density in the filament, it
is worth noting that during this phase the voltage drop across the series bulk resistance of the
SPAD is still negligible. This stage of the avalanche growth is typically referred to as build-up,
while the time Tbuild between the beginning of the multiplication process and the saturation of
the current density within the first filament is referred to as the build-up time. This is a random
contribution to the total detection time Tdet due to the noise of the avalanche multiplication
process, which results in random fluctuations in the leading edge of the SPAD current. The study
of the build-up contribution to the timing jitter is key because it represents the ultimate limit
to the timing resolution, achievable only by sensing the faint avalanche current before it starts
propagating through the whole active area. However, even by employing ultra-low threshold
front end circuits, attaining this limit is a really challenging task due to the presence of all the
intrinsic SPAD parasitics (e.g. the SPAD junction capacitance) and to the filtering action they
have on the avalanche current. These concepts will be thoroughly addressed in Section 3.2

Spinelli et al. [69] were the first to model this process. They implemented a 1D Montecarlo
simulator of the avalanche dynamics, in which the carriers drift at saturated velocity in a given
non-uniform electric field profile and the random length x of the ionization path is chosen step by
step through the probability density function α exp (−αx), where α is the ionization coefficient
corresponding to the electron (β for the case of a hole) and its dependence on the electric field is
taken into account through the self-scattering method [70]. The total current is calculated by
summing up each elementary contribution estimated by using Ramo’s theorem [71]. In literature,
this simulation approach is usually referred to as random path length (RPL) Montecarlo method.
It is worth noting that the RPL model includes also the possibility of having a carrier that crosses
the multiplication region without creating other pairs. In principle, due to this possibility, it is
not certain that a self-sustained avalanche will be triggered. Indeed, Spinelli and coworkers point
out the strong connection between the simulation of the build-up process and the breakdown
probability (also called triggering efficiency), which is the probability of having a self-sustained
avalanche given a successful photon absorption and collection [72–74]. The probability of
having a carrier escape the depletion region without an ionization event is not negligible and,
as reported in Figure 6(a), this is particularly evident in the first part of the avalanche build-up
process (current < 1 µA). This part of the avalanche build-up gives the major contribution to the
statistical dispersion of the build-up time Tbuild. Indeed, the avalanche noise is averaged out as
soon as the current increases (avalanche current > 1 µA) and the true exponential nature of the
process emerges (see again Figure 6(a)), making the build-up jitter asymptotically independent
of the detection threshold [75]. Spinelli et al. applied their model to the simulation of an old
generation of custom-technology thin SPADs, showing that, operating these devices at reasonably
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high excess bias, the dispersion of the build-up time is less than 10 ps FWHM, a value which can
be considered negligible with respect to the typical overall jitter (about 35 ps FWHM, note that
jitter contributions add quadratically).
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Fig. 6. Simulation of the avalanche current build-up. a) Avalanche current growth as
simulated with the RPL Montecarlo model reported by Ingargiola et al. [82]. The curves
correspond to 50 different carrier injection events in custom-technology thin SPADs. b)
Build-up standard deviation simulated as a function of the electron breakdown probability
(Tan et al. [79]). Values are reported for three silicon SPADs having uniform electric field
and different depletion region width w.

Spinelli et al. have also considered at first the possibility to introduce ionization coefficients
into their model that follow the non-local (also called microscopic) approach [76] originally
proposed by Okuto et al. [77,78]. Indeed, in the local approximation these coefficients are
considered a function only of the local electric field. Conversely, the non-local model takes into
account also the dead space, namely the distance that a carrier must travel after each ionizing
event in order to gain enough energy to impact ionize again. In this scenario, the ionization
probability distribution is zero immediately after each ionization event and, after a distance equal
to the dead space, it promptly rises to a constant value determined by the local electric field. This
effect is especially marked when the SPAD under investigation features a thin region in which
all the ionization events are concentrated, as in the case considered by Spinelli et al., in which
the SPAD was characterized by a depletion region thinner than 1 µm. However, they evaluated
this effect and, after having reported a shift in the simulated breakdown voltage, they realized
that the local approximation works accurately in a context in which comparisons are made at
the same relative excess bias. Later, Tan et al. [79] questioned this modus operandi, as they
argued that a fair comparison should be performed at constant breakdown probability, since this
quantity plays an important role also in determining other figures of merit like the PDE of the
SPAD. Following this approach, they implemented another RPL Montecarlo simulator, which
they used to theoretically study the statistical distribution of the avalanche current waveform
and the breakdown time, defined as the time interval between the first carrier injection and
the detection threshold being reached. The standard deviation of the breakdown time, which
quantifies the build-up time dispersion, is studied as a function of different parameters of interest.
Firstly, Tan et al. showed that the build-up time jitter decreases as the ratio between the ionization
coefficients k = β/α increases (i.e. it approaches 1), which is consistent with an enhanced carrier
feedback during the multiplication process. Secondly, the build-up dispersion was also predicted
to decrease as the dead space decreases, demonstrating the non-negligible detrimental effect
that the non-local ionization coefficients have on the avalanche dynamics, no matter the value
of k. Lastly, they studied SPADs in which the multiplication regions are made either of silicon
or InP. They reported the simulated build-up time dispersion for SPAD structures featuring a
different width w for the multiplication region, demonstrating the superior timing performance of
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thin detectors, regardless of the adopted material. The results obtained by Tan et al. [79] for
silicon are reported in Figure 6(b). This was not actually a trivial result to predict, since thin
junctions typically have higher electric fields and ionization coefficient ratios, which are expected
to favor the build-up jitter, but, on the other hand, they are also affected by a more significant
weight of the dead space, which is expected to worsen the build-up jitter. Similar conclusions
were reported in parallel also by another research group [80,81], which was studying the SPAD
avalanche dynamics in GaAs with a similar RPL model.

Even though the simulator implemented by Tan et al. has proven to be crucial to understand
many aspects of the avalanche dynamics and its effect on the build-up time dispersion, this model
cannot be straightforwardly applied to cases of practical interest due to the assumption of having
a constant electric field over the whole multiplication region. A more realistic RPL Montecarlo
model was later proposed by Ingargiola et al. [82] and applied to the current generation of
custom-technology thin SPADs. Different from the devices considered by Spinelli et al., these
SPADs feature an electric field profile suitably engineered in order to increase the PDE and
lower the DCR. Ingargiola et al. developed the model by taking into account all the theoretical
details considered by Tan et al. and by considering also the actual SPAD electric field profile as
calculated from doping profile measurements. Thanks to this model, they managed to demonstrate
that the build-up time dispersion in engineered custom-technology thin SPADs is not negligible
with respect to the overall jitter, being about 20 ps FWHM for an excess bias of 5 V. The only
flaw of the model is the need for a preliminary calibration procedure used by the authors to fit the
breakdown voltage of the SPADs by suitably tuning some parameters related to the ionization
coefficients. This procedure was necessary for both of the parameter sets they adopted from the
existing literature [77,83].

In conclusion, none of the presented RPL models provide sufficient evidence of accurately
predicting the avalanche build-up dynamics of a SPAD. For this reason, a full-band (FB)
Montecarlo method was also proposed and applied to SPAD structures by Dolgos et al. [84,85].
Differently from RPL simulators, FB algorithms aim at solving the Boltzmann’s transport
equation in the semiclassical approximation with the most comprehensive models for the band
structure of the material and the scattering phenomena in which the carriers are involved (impact
ionization included). This approach also allows the second-order effects to be added, such as the
average velocity overshoot that a carrier witnesses in case of an ionization event right after the end
of the dead space [86]. Due to the high computational burden that the FB models typically involve,
Petticrew et al. [87] proposed a simplified approach, with far less details about the band structure,
but still including the main scattering mechanisms evaluated on a femtosecond timescale. Both
FB and simpler simulators have extensively been benchmarked with experimental data either on
impact ionization [84,85,88] or by considering typical figures of merit of avalanche photodiodes
(APDs) operating in the linear regime (i.e. biased at voltages lower than the breakdown voltage)
[89–91]. However, a convincing validation of these models for the case of SPADs is still missing
in the literature.

2.2.4. Avalanche lateral propagation

As we have seen, carrier collection and avalanche build-up play an important role in determining
both the shape and the statistical dispersion of the SPAD temporal response. However, the
contributions coming from these processes are not able to explain by themselves neither the
values of the IRF FWHM nor its dependence on the detection threshold in different SPAD
structures. A final contribution is currently missing from our picture, which is the one due to the
propagation of the avalanche in the transversal direction until the current is evenly distributed
across the whole active area. As we will see, this process originates from two different physical
mechanisms. The first cause is related to the multiplication-assisted diffusion of hot carriers
(see Figure 2(b) (IV)). As the current density increases, the hot carriers diffuse laterally and
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trigger the avalanche in new regions of the SPAD. In the newly activated regions the avalanche
build-up takes place and, due to the statistical fluctuations of the impact ionization process, one
region of the propagation front can grow faster than another one, resulting in a dispersion of the
propagation time Tprop. In addition, even neglecting the fluctuations of the diffusion process, an
avalanche triggered in the center of the active area grows faster than an avalanche triggered near
the border due to the different lengths to be covered by the avalanche spread. The second cause
of the avalanche propagation is instead related to the photons emitted by hot carrier relaxation
and reabsorbed in other regions of the active volume which are still quiescent (see Figure 2(b)
(V)). In this condition the dependence of avalanche current rise time on the seed position is
typically less relevant, but the statistical fluctuations in the number of emitted/reabsorbed photons
is at the origin of additional dispersion for the propagation time Tprop. The avalanche lateral
propagation, either by hot carriers diffusion or assisted by secondary photons, is the main cause
of the dependence of the timing jitter on the detection threshold shown by certain SPADs.

Lacaita et al. [92] were the first to study the lateral propagation of the avalanche current in
SPAD detectors. They studied the avalanche propagation by considering the old generation of
custom-technology thin SPADs and, in particular, they chose to consider a highly rectangular
geometry (active area 140 × 14 µm2) and measure the dependence of the current leading edge
on the point where the multiplication process is triggered. The measurements were performed
with the laser spot focused in different points of the active area and with variable excess bias.
The result was that the time between the beginning of the rise of the avalanche current and its
saturation was proportional to the distance between the seed point and the farthest end of the
rectangular area. This experiment suggested that the avalanche propagation in these devices is
mainly assisted by diffusion of hot carriers and that the statistical dispersion of Tprop is limited by
the fact that photons can be absorbed at random positions, resulting in a tradeoff between timing
jitter and dimension of the active area. Subsequently, Lacaita and coworkers confirmed this
conclusion also by considering circular SPADs belonging to the same family, with a thorough
study of their behaviour as a function of active area diameter (8 - 22 µm), operating temperature
and overbias, in which they found that the FWHM of the temporal response of larger devices can
be lowered to the values obtained for smaller devices by focusing the light in a spot of comparable
dimension [93]. Of course, these results are highly dependent on the SPAD structure and, indeed,
when the same authors considered reach-through SPADs (RT-SPADs) [8], which feature large
diameter (up to 500 µm) and deep depletion region (up to tens of micrometers), they had to face
completely different physics [94]. In RT-SPADs they observed that the current leading edge
does not change significantly when moving the laser spot from the center to the edge of the
active area and, as a result, also when employing diffused light. What is instead observed is that,
when focusing the light on the edges, the avalanches occur later than the case in which light is
focused in the center of the SPAD. The authors explained this phenomenon by resorting to the
photon-assisted propagation [95]: since photons having energy comparable to the silicon band
gap can be absorbed even hundreds of micrometers away from the seed point, they could be
particularly effective in triggering secondary avalanches in RT-SPADs. As both qualitatively and
quantitatively demonstrated by Lacaita et al., the statistical fluctuations in the number of emitted
photons are the cause of the main contribution to the randomness in the avalanche current onset
and, as a result, in the RT-SPAD timing jitter.

From a modeling point of view, Lacaita et al. decided to focus on thin SPADs. For these
devices, they proposed a model based on two continuity equations, one for the electrons and
one for the holes, in which they considered for the longitudinal direction (i.e. the x direction)
only carrier drift at saturated velocity, while they considered for the transverse directions (i.e.
the yz plane) only carrier diffusion [96]. Mathematically speaking, the electron equation was
formulated as follows:

dn
dt
= −vsat

dn
dx
+ Dn∆tn +

n
τn
+

p
τp

, (2)
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where Dn is the transverse diffusion coefficient, ∆t is the transverse Laplace operator, τn is the
build-up time constant for the electrons and τp is the build-up time constant for the holes (both
computable through the methods already shown in the previous paragraph). The continuity
equations were coupled to the Poisson equation in order to correctly include also the space charge
effects. However, the authors never managed to apply this model to realistic devices due to the
high computational complexity required by a system of three fully coupled equations in three
dimensions. As a result, the authors eventually applied to their SPADs only a simpler model
based on an ensemble of elementary diodes connected in parallel and coupled only through
diffusion terms, which they used to simulate the avalanche current waveform and to confirm that
the timing jitter in these SPADs is set by the randomness of photon absorption position. In a later
work, they also evaluated the effect of the avalanches generated by secondary photons, but they
concluded that this phenomenon could be neglected for predicting both the current leading edge
of their SPADs and the FWHM of their IRF [69].

As already mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the electric field profile of the custom-technology
thin SPADs has most recently been engineered such as to decrease the DCR, enhance the PDE
and allow the practical exploitation of larger devices (up to a diameter as high as 200 µm) [48].
However, the new devices are characterized by a strong dependence of the achievable timing jitter
on the detection threshold, that was not present in the former generation (Figure 7(a)) and that
could be particularly troublesome when a SPAD-based multichannel timing system is designed,
as it will be discussed in Section 3. Therefore, Assanelli et al. [97] started to investigate whether
the avalanche triggering position was still the main cause of jitter and whether this phenomenon
was able to explain also the strong dependence on the detection threshold. With this goal, they
developed an experimental setup in which it was possible to focus a laser beam on the active area
of the SPAD with a spot diameter of about 1 µm (negligible with respect to the SPAD diameter,
which was 50 µm) at an arbitrary position. The final result is showed in Figure 7(a) and it can be
summarized focusing on two main aspects: firstly, regardless of the spot position, the timing
jitter showed the same strong dependence on the detection threshold; secondly, at high thresholds,
moving the spot toward the border of the SPAD causes a detrimental effect on the timing jitter.
Both these results suggested that the photon absorption position could not be the only mechanism
behind the statistical uncertainty of the lateral propagation process of the new SPADs. Based on
the fact that, at high threshold, the timing jitter improves as the laser spot is moved toward the
center of the SPAD and on the observation that an avalanche growing faster also has a lower jitter,
they defined a figure of merit (FoM) proportional to the time derivative of the current waveform,
showing that this figure was strongly linked to the avalanche build-up time constant τ and to the
specific resistive parasitic Rspec (i.e. measured in W µm2) of the SPAD. Mathematically speaking:

FoM =
1

Rspec
√
τ

. (3)

They demonstrated that the considered FoM was able to predict the dependence of the timing
jitter on the detection threshold and, therefore, suggested that, in order to produce higher
performing devices, an avalanche growing faster and the optimization of the specific resistance
are key factors. In particular, thanks to non-invasive electroluminescence measurements [98],
they also confirmed the importance of the space charge resistance in determining the steepness
of the current leading edge right after the avalanche ignition and, in the later moments, the
importance of the bulk resistance due to the quasi-neutral layers adjacent to the depletion region.
These results pushed the same authors toward the development of a complete simulator able
to integrate Eq. (2) in order to simulate the multiplication-assisted diffusion of the avalanche
current for any triggering position within the SPAD active area. The simulator was integrated
with a complete 3D model for taking into account also the photon-assisted avalanche spread [82].
The quenching effect of the internal distributed bulk resistance and the filtering action of the
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external readout circuit were considered as well. The most important result of this work was that,
contrary to what happens for past devices, taking into account the photon-assisted propagation
is fundamental to reproduce the dependence of the timing jitter on the detection threshold of
engineered custom-technology SPADs. This result was ascribed to the increased active volume,
which is from 10 to 100 times bigger than in the previous detector generation. Last, but not
least, the simulator highlighted that having a reduced space charge resistance results in a strong
beneficial effect also on the jitter coming from the photon-assisted avalanche propagation.
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Fig. 7. Avalanche lateral propagation in custom thin SPADs. a) FWHM timing jitter as
a function of the detection threshold: old generation and current generation are compared
and, in addition, the latter are reported in different illumination conditions [97]. b) Electric
field profile for a p-i-n SPAD [99]. The simulation is reported for the conditions in which no
current is flowing and in which a steady-state current is present [100].

SPADs based on p-i-n structure From Eq. (3) it is clear that the timing jitter associated to
the lateral propagation process is affected by the series parasitic resistance (either related to
space charge effects or to the quasi-neutral regions) and the current build-up time constant. The
latter contributes to the FoM only with its square root and therefore, as a first step, it can be
neglected. The bulk resistance associated to the quasi-neutral regions comes into play only
when the avalanche current value is high and, therefore, has a minor role with respect to the
space charge resistance. All these hints pushed Assanelli et al. to focus their attention on the
space charge resistance and on the possible ways to reduce it. To this aim, they proposed the
exploitation of a p-i-n structure to develop a SPAD with a superior timing performance [99].
Indeed, such structure exhibits a negative space charge resistance [100] that, as the avalanche
current grows, results in a progressive increase of the electric field at the sides of the depletion
region and in a decrease of the electric field in the central part (Figure 7(b)). The final result is
a positive feedback allowing the avalanche current to grow dramatically faster with respect to
a simple pn junction. Simulations by Assanelli and coworkers showed that a p-i-n SPAD can
exhibit an extremely favorable ratio between the PDE and the peak electric field, thus opening
the way to timing-enhanced structures that do not sacrifice other crucial performance as PDE and
DCR [99]. The intuition of Assanelli et al. has been confirmed experimentally by Gramuglia and
coworkers, who independently designed a CMOS SPAD (Figure 4(b)) able to combine a peak
PDE as high as 55% at 480 nm (and still 12% at 800 nm) with DCR down to 100 cps at room
temperature and a timing jitter as low as 12.1 ps FWHM [16] (later even reduced to less than
10 ps with a slightly higher overvoltage and an optimized readout electronics [66]).

3. Front end electronics: quenching and readout

The thorough review of SPAD fundamental physics and processes involved in the generation
and propagation of the avalanche current reported in Section 2. highlighted the parameters and
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structures that set the ultimate limit to the timing performance that can be obtained with this kind
of single-photon detector. In this section we will discuss what is needed to operate and exploit
the SPAD detector at its best for timing purposes. We will see that the timing performance that
can be obtained from a SPAD not only depends on both the detector and the front end electronics,
but that a key role is also played by their specific interaction. For this reason, we will see that
timing optimization can easily require a front end design deeply-rooted on the knowledge of the
selected SPAD features.

3.1. Quenching circuit

The proper operation of a SPAD requires a circuit that is promptly activated by the avalanche
current (sense phase), stops such current (quenching phase), and finally restores the initial bias
conditions that make the SPAD ready to detect another photon (reset phase). Sometimes, such
circuit is also able to keep the detector off for a certain amount of time: this additional phase
is usually referred to as hold-off. A circuit able to carry out all these tasks is called quenching
circuit and its characteristics strongly affect the performance that can be obtained with a SPAD.
Particularly relevant is the dead time, that is the overall time needed to perform all the phases and
whose inverse sets the maximum SPAD count rate.

Quenching strategies have been classified by Cova et al. in 1996 [23] into three main classes:
(i) passive, (ii) active, and (iii) a mixed one. The simplest solution consists in placing a high-value
resistor (on the order of 100 kW) in series to the SPAD, resulting in a passive quenching circuit
(PQC). Along with its simplicity, this approach provides immediate activation of the quenching
phase with beneficial effects on both power consumption and afterpulsing probability. On
the contrary, the high resistor value results into a slow reset phase, causing a variation of all
parameters that depend on the overvoltage [8] during all this interval as already mentioned in
Section 2.1. Concerning timing, avalanche build-up and propagation processes are slower than in
nominal conditions because of the lower overvoltage, thus resulting in a slower rising edge of
the avalanche current. In this case, a time-shifted crossing of the current threshold may occur,
causing an altered recording of the photon time of arrival. If the number of these events is
statistically relevant in the experiment, the timing measurement is distorted. Moreover, passive
quenching intrinsically features zero hold-off time, meaning that a SPAD terminal immediately
starts its recharging as soon as the current goes to zero. In this case, the dead time theoretically
coincides with the quenching time. However, PQC-based systems may suffer from loss of events
occurring during the reset phase as their lower amplitude with respect to photons impinging
in nominal bias conditions may not be able to cross the system detection threshold. In this
scenario, some events are not registered but they trigger another dead time of the detector,
resulting into a variable duration of the effective dead time that impairs dead time correction
techniques in single photon counting applications [101], and completely prevents the exploitation
of a recently-proposed method to achieve high-speed without distortion in time correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) that is based on the matching of the detector dead time with the period
of the laser (the interested reader is referred to [102] for a detailed explanation of the method).
For all these reasons, passive quenching is not well-suited to achieve a controlled and short dead
time, which is paramount to achieve high count rate in timing applications as will be discussed in
Section 4.

Conversely, the active quenching strategy as classified in [23] consists in a fully-active behavior:
a fast comparator is used to sense the avalanche current and react on the SPAD bias voltage
bringing it to the breakdown level or below. In this case, the dead time is constant and well
defined, but a large current flows in the detector for all the time needed by the feedback loop to
sense the current and activate the quenching circuitry, with unnecessary and detrimental effects
on afterpulsing probability and power consumption. For this reason, the fully-active approach
is intrinsically outperformed by the mixed passive-active quenching circuit, that includes an
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equivalent resistor for prompt avalanche quenching already in the sense phase. Due to its active
behavior throughout all the phases except for the very beginning of the avalanche management,
the mixed active-quenching circuit has been historically simply referred to as active quenching
circuit (AQC) without any risk of misunderstanding as the fully-active approach is rarely used.

Since the AQC is activated by the arrival of a photon and produces a synchronous output pulse
marking this event, in principle the timing information could be extracted from its sense stage.
However, the requirements of these two tasks (sense and timing) are quite different. On one hand,
as discussed above, the sense stage should initiate the quenching process, which means that it
should provide a relatively high impedance (> 1 kW) to cause a significant voltage drop across
the SPAD terminals; on the other hand, the timing circuit is used to read the avalanche current
signal so its equivalent input impedance should be as low as possible to minimize the loss of
current on alternative parasitic paths. Moreover, the sense stage is part of a circuit that must be
able to provide quenching-reset pulses ranging from a few volts to tens of volts depending on the
optimal SPAD excess bias (see [8] for more details), while the other one should feature a large
bandwidth to preserve the avalanche current edge. However, high-voltage (HV) transistors are
typically much slower than their low-voltage (LV) counterparts; in turn, LV transistors are quite
fragile making the coexistence with HV circuits anything but trivial.

Timing measurements have been carried out with AQCs featuring a relatively high impedance
of the sense stage obtaining a precision ranging from several tens of picoseconds [18,103,104]
with thin SPADs (both CMOS and custom ones) to hundreds of picoseconds with thick RT-SPADs
[105] and RE-SPADs [106]. High timing jitter obtained with AQCs is due neither to the detector
structure itself nor to the circuit performance (e.g. its electronic-noise jitter), but in the mutual
SPAD-AQC interaction that determines the avalanche current readout, as will be thoroughly
explained in the next section.

3.2. Current pick-up circuit

The combination of various factors in SPADs produce a variability in the avalanche current
waveforms as thoroughly explained in Section 2.

An easy and interesting way to directly visualize the temporal behavior of the SPAD current
consists in the simple setup of Figure 8(a): in this case, a custom-technology thin SPAD [8]
has been chosen to be operated with a simple PQC (Rq = 100 kW) on the anode side and a 50 W
resistor (Rs) on the cathode side. The avalanche current converted into a voltage signal by the
low-value resistor is readout by means of a 4 GHz-bandwidth oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS7000
series), thus minimizing the filtering effect on the fast SPAD signal. It is worth saying that in the
real setup the 50 W resistor is actually substituted with a coaxial cable directly connected to the
50 W input of the oscilloscope. A pulsed laser completes the setup: the light is attenuated to the
single-photon level and it is directed toward the SPAD, while an electrical signal synchronous
with the optical one is used as trigger input of the oscilloscope. In this way, only the avalanches
triggered by the laser pulse are recorded while spurious dark counts are discarded. The graph
reported in Figure 8(b) reproduces the oscilloscope display on which many curves developing
across the 50 W resistor are superimposed. This experiment confirms that the SPAD avalanche
current signal is affected by a spread, and, even more, it provides the key guideline to minimize
jitter in timing measurements. Indeed, the current variability increases with the signal amplitude
making a low-threshold sensing the solution of choice to extract the best timing performance
from a SPAD. To this aim, Cova et al. in 2002 [107] patented a current pick up circuit consisting
of a CR network followed by a fast comparator as the one shown in Figure 9(a). Using this kind
of circuit, Gulinatti et al. demonstrated a jitter as low as 35 ps with a 100 µm-diameter thin SPAD
(breakdown voltage: 24 V) for the first time in 2005 [51]. Moreover, this circuit has been proven
effective to improve the timing performance of SPADs in several cases. For example, Rech et al.
optimized the timing of a commercial module [108], while the timing jitter difference (about 60
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ps vs less than 30 ps) between the work of Severini et al. [18] and the one of Sanzaro et al. [38]
with the same SPAD (fabricated with a 0.16 µm BCD technology) is completely attributable to
the exploitation of such a circuit in the second case.
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Fig. 8. Avalanche current direct measurement. a) Custom-technology thin SPAD operated
with a PQC on the anode side and a 50 W resistor on the anode side. A 4 GHz oscilloscope
reads out the cathode voltage Vk. b) Superposition of SPAD cathode waveforms showing the
avalanche current growth transduced by the 50 W resistor.

From a front end designer perspective, it is worth highlighting that while low-threshold current
sensing (at about 100 µA) is always effective, it is not always necessary. Two main aspects should
be considered when designing a timing system architecture based on SPADs.

On one hand, the output of the pick-up circuit must be fed to a time measurement circuit
to transform the photon time-of-arrival information carried by a leading edge into digital data
suitable to be stored and/or processed by an elaboration unit (e.g. a field programmable gate
array, FPGA). Such circuits can sometimes set the bottleneck to the timing performance of the
system. In these cases, the readout of the avalanche current is typically simply made by the
quenching circuit, having the advantage of minimizing the amount of front end circuitry to be
placed around each detector.

On the other hand, the structure and the operating conditions of the selected detector directly
determine the amount of avalanche current spread (as well as other crucial parameters such as
PDE and DCR [8]). For example, SPADs with a high electric field peak and a thin depleted
region, thus characterized by a low breakdown voltage (e.g. < 12 V), feature a low spread of
the avalanche current waveforms thus providing good timing performance even at a relatively
high sensing threshold [109]. However, this is not the case for all SPAD structures, as already
explained in Section 2.2.4. A work by Ghioni et al. [110] highlights these aspects by comparing
the timing performance of thin custom-technology SPADs differing in diameter, operating excess
bias voltage and electric field shape all readout by the same pick-up circuit of Figure 9(a). Results
are reported in Figure 9(b)-d. In the graph of Figure 9(b) it can be noted, for example, that a
timing precision of 50 ps FWHM could be achieved with a voltage threshold higher than 200 mV
with a 20 µm-diameter SPAD, while to achieve the same performance with a 100 µm-diameter
SPAD a threshold lower than 50 mV was necessary. Analogously, Figure 9(c) shows that a thin
SPAD operated at the most suitable excess bias voltage Vex = 5V could achieve a timing precision
better than 50 ps FWHM provided a threshold lower than 30 mV is used, while increasing the
overvoltage up to 10 V (causing an increment of DCR) makes it possible to achieve the same
timing performance with a remarkably higher threshold (about 180 mV). Finally, Figure 9(c)
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Fig. 9. Custom thin SPAD timing jitter measurement as a function of detection threshold.
a) Schematic of the SPAD current pick-up circuit patented by Cova et al. [107] and exploited
in this measurement. b) FWHM timing jitter of three SPADs with diameter from 20 µm to
100 µm. c) FWHM timing jitter of a 50 µm SPADs operated at Vex ranging from 5 V to 10 V.
d) FWHM timing jitter of SPADs with sharp (RUN#1), mild (RUN#2) and smooth (RUN
#3) electric field peak.

compares three fabrication runs differing in the electric field shape. Going from RUN#1 to
RUN#3 the electric field has been engineered to reduce the DCR, resulting also into a stronger
dependence of the timing performance from the avalanche-current sensing threshold. As can
be seen, with a sharp electric field profile (RUN#1), a timing precision better than 40 ps can be
achieved with a threshold as high as 300 mV, while the same result with a smoothed electric field
profile (RUN#3) can be achieved only with a threshold lower than 60 mV. For these reasons,
an accurate knowledge of the selected SPAD features should be gained before opting for a
low-threshold sensing strategy, because it adds complexity to the electronics and system design,
but it may be ineffective or not necessary. When pursuing low-threshold sensing, parasitics due
to the detector, the electronics and their interconnection can play a prominent role in reducing
the amount of current that actually flows into the pick-up circuit, thus increasing the equivalent
current threshold. To analyze this aspect we can refer to the simplified electrical model of
Figure 10(a) where Cs,det represents the parasitic capacitance at the detector terminal, Lb is the
inductive load of the interconnection (e.g. wire bonding) in case of detector and electronics being
fabricated on separate dies, and Cs,ele and Rin,ele are the input capacitance and resistance of the
front end, respectively. The scheme has been reported for a pick-up circuit placed at the anode
terminal of the SPAD side with the quenching circuit connected to the cathode side, but the same
considerations hold for the opposite case. From the scheme it is evident that the three unwanted
elements, i.e. Cs,det, Lb and Cs,ele, must be minimized to maximize the current flowing into the
pick-up circuit. At the same time, the input resistance of this circuit should be made low with
respect to the parasitics. We will now discuss solutions and design guidelines for the detector
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and the pick-up circuit, but before going into those details, it is worth making a comment on Lb.
Whenever SPADs and front end electronics are integrated in the same silicon die Lb is obviously
negligible, while in case of two separate chips (typically in case of different technologies for
detector and front end optimization) they should be placed as close as possible to allow a short
and direct interconnection between the two.
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Fig. 10. The interconnection between SPADs and electronics involves parasitics that
may affect the timing measurement. a) Simplified schematic of a SPAD connected to an
external pick-up circuit with main parasitics explicitly reported. b) Structure of a custom
technology thin SPAD with an extra epitaxial layer (interposed layer) introduced to reduce
the anode-substrate capacitance. c) Substrate bias scheme (semi-floating configuration)
to minimize the impact of the anode-substrate capacitance for timing measurements with
a single SPAD. d) Waveform of the avalanche current flowing into the pick-up resistor
indirectly measured with the setup shown in c). The orange curve has been obtained with
Rsub = 0W, i.e. the substrate voltage is fixed, while the blue one has been measured using
the semi-floating-substrate configuration resulting from Rsub = 100kW. Both curves have
been obtained in two steps: (i) the switching time of the comparator at different threshold
has been measured, (ii) the voltage threshold has been divided by the Rs-value to derive the
pick-up current Ipick−up.

SPAD stray capacitance The structure of the SPAD intrinsically features various parasitic
capacitances. Above all, the SPAD is a pn junction thus a junction capacitance between its two
main terminals is always present. However, this is typically in the order of few hundreds of
femtofarads or lower and it is equally experienced by both the anode and cathode. More critical
is the substrate of the device. Silicon SPADs fabricated with a planar process typically lay on top
of a lightly-doped silicon substrate. As an example, we can refer to the structure of Figure 4(b),
where a p-over-n SPAD is fabricated on top of a p substrate. In this case, on the cathode side
there is a stray capacitance due to the cathode-substrate reverse biased junction whose diameter
is larger than that of the SPAD. On the contrary, at the anode side the stray capacitance is smaller
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because it is only due to the metal-oxide-semiconductor stack associated with the metal path that
is used to contact the anode terminal. As a result, the capacitive load at the cathode side is higher
than the one at the anode side.

An effective solution to reduce the stray SPAD-substrate capacitance has been proposed by
Labanca et al. in 2018 [111]. Starting from a custom technology thin SPAD structure as the one
reported in Figure 5(a), featuring a double epitaxial structure as reported in [48], an extra epitaxial
layer, called the interposed layer, has been added to the substrate leading to the structure reported
in Figure 10(b). This solution increases the space charge region of the anode-substrate junction
with a consequent reduction of the associated stray capacitance. Incidentally, the additional
epitaxial layer is also effective for increasing the breakdown voltage of the substrate junction,
which is in some cases required to operate the SPAD at higher excess bias [12]. Obviously, the
exploitation of this approach requires some control on the fabrication steps of the device, so it
cannot be exploited in standard CMOS processes.

All these aspects make the SPAD terminals easily unbalanced in terms of their capacitive load.
Consequently, an optimized front end design must start from a deep understanding of the structure
of the SPAD of choice. Ideally, the avalanche current pick-up circuit should be placed at the
less capacitive terminal, but this may not be always possible. For example, speed maximization
would also require placing the AQC at the less capacitive SPAD terminal, thus posing a speed vs
precision tradeoff whenever AQC and pick-up circuit are two separated circuits to be placed at
the two opposite terminals of the SPAD. A possible workaround to the SPAD stray capacitance
issue consists in biasing the detector substrate by means of a high-value series resistor, i.e by
using Rsub in the order of 100 kW in a circuit configuration like the one shown in Figure 10(c). In
this way, the impedance of the substrate path can be increased by the resistor value and its impact
on the avalanche current divider can be minimized. Figure 10(d) compares the experimental
measurement of the avalanche current of a custom thin SPAD read out by a low-value resistor
(Rs = 100W in Figure 10(c)) followed by a comparator, when the substrate of the chip is connected
to the bias voltage Vsub by means of two different resistors. The orange curve corresponds to the
exploitation of a null substrate resistor (Rsub = 0W), meaning that the substrate is fixed at Vsub,
while the blue curve has been obtained with Rsub = 100kW corresponding to a semi-floating
substrate configuration. As anticipated above, here it can be observed how the exploitation of a
high-value resistor in series to the substrate remarkably increases the amount of current flowing
into the pick-up circuit with respect to the fixed substrate configuration. Unfortunately, having the
SPAD substrate almost electrically floating is a viable solution only for single detectors. In SPAD
arrays the substrate is shared among all the pixels and leaving it floating would create a path
between adjacent detectors easily leading to electrical crosstalk especially when low-threshold
operation is pursued.

Pick-up circuit input impedance The ideal current readout circuit features an input impedance
that is much lower than the one of any other available path in order to maximize the current
collection. With SPADs, this requirement is further complicated by the speed of the avalanche
current rising edge, typically lower than a few hundreds of picoseconds, demanding an extremely
high input bandwidth as well. The simplest solution consists of a resistor that directly translates
the current into a voltage. In the measurement setup of Figure 8(a), for example, a 50 W resistor
was used to maximize the current collection. However, when it comes to timing measurements
it has to be taken into account that a threshold is necessary to detect the avalanche event and
thus activate the time-measurement electronics. In this scenario, the exploitation of a low-value
resistance implicates a low voltage threshold to achieve an equivalent low-current measurement.
This is the case of the work reported by Gulinatti et al. [51], for example, where the lowest jitter
with a 50 µm-diameter SPAD has been achieved with a voltage threshold as low as 8 mV. As
previously discussed, in that work Gulinatti and coworkers exploited the pick-up circuit patented
by Cova et al. [107]. The patent guidelines recommend a pick-up resistor of few hundreds of
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ohms (Rs<500W), strongly depending on the SPAD current profile, surrounding parasitics and
their bias conditions as discussed throughout the previous paragraph.

One possibility to break the low-impedance vs low-voltage-threshold tradeoff is the tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). The classic configuration based on an operational amplifier [112]
may not be suitable for SPAD front end due to the need of an extremely large bandwidth and the
necessity of keeping the size and power consumption of the front end circuit as low as possible
for scalability toward SPAD arrays. For all these reasons, Crotti et al. presented a current pick-up
circuit based on a TIA structure consisting of a few transistors and passive elements, first made
of discrete components [113] and later in a fully-integrated version [114] suitable to be the
building block of a multichannel structure. The transimpedance structure provides the necessary
degrees of freedom to obtain at the same time a low input impedance and a voltage signal of
several hundreds of millivolts. A negative feedback loop is paramount to minimize the input
impedance, while a fast comparator with a tunable threshold allows the end user to select the
value that optimizes the timing performance of the final system. Indeed, this standalone circuit
has been conceived to be suitable for any external SPAD. Following Crotti’s preliminary results,
Acconcia et al. in 2017 [115] designed a TIA pick-up circuit able to achieve a timing jitter as low
as 32 ps with the same SPAD in the same operating conditions of Gulinatti et al. [51], but with
a voltage threshold as high as 200 mV, that is 25 times higher than the result obtained with a
low-value resistor. This result opened the way to design a multichannel system not only because
this solution is realized by a compact fully-integrated circuit (area occupation: 0.011 mm2), but,
even more important, because relatively high-voltage-threshold operation makes any front end
much more robust against electrical crosstalk that may occur among pixels of an array.

Impedance of the opposite SPAD terminal with respect to the current pick-up node In
this section we have focused so far on the SPAD terminal that is chosen to extract the avalanche
current signal and on the guidelines and solutions that maximize the fraction of current that
is actually used for timing purposes. However, before closing this subject, it is worth adding
one more comment on the impedance that affects the opposite SPAD terminal, e.g. the cathode
whenever the pick-up circuit is connected to the anode side, and viceversa. Indeed, the overall
amount of current that can come out of the detector depends on the maximum of the impedances
that are present at its two terminals. In principle, in order to maximize the current exiting the
SPAD, the opposite terminal should feature a zero-impedance path toward the bias voltage [23].
However, it must be considered that either the anode or the cathode must be connected to some
sort of quenching circuit to ensure the proper functionality of the sensor. In the next paragraph
we will focus on circuits that combine readout and quenching capabilities in a single circuit. Here,
we will discuss the case of separated quenching and pick-up circuit connected to the opposite
terminals of the SPAD. In this scenario, the quenching requirements (high impedance) seem to
be at odds with timing ones (low impedance) on the quenching terminal. A possible solution
to break this tradeoff consists in the exploitation of a capacitor in parallel to the circuit on the
quenching side. The capacitor can set a low impedance during the fast rising transient of the
avalanche current, i.e. when the timing information is extracted. Then, the quenching circuit
comes into play and stops the current. To this aim, Acerbi et al. [116], for example, added a
metal ring on the cathode side of their SPAD thus providing a "quenching capacitance" that will
be in parallel to the external quenching circuit. By doing so, they improved the extraction of
the avalanche current, obtaining a better timing jitter with respect to the same structure without
the metal ring (24 ps vs 41 ps in the same configuration). Nonetheless, it is worth saying that
while timing requirements push toward the maximization of the current flowing in the device, the
afterpulsing probability increases with the amount of charge flowing in the device given a set
dead time. As a result, a tradeoff between timing precision and afterpulsing may exist especially
when the device dead time is pushed down to a few nanoseconds (more details can be found in
[8]).
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3.3. AQC with low-current sensing capabilities

Quenching and timing solutions discussed so far require that these two functions are attributed
to separate circuits connected to the two opposite terminals of the SPAD. Indeed, high-voltage
quenching pulses can easily damage the pick-up circuit if directly applied to fast low-voltage
comparators or transistors, as briefly mentioned already in Section 3.1.

Having both quenching and timing functionalities within the same circuit would have undeniable
advantages in terms of system design. To better understand this point, it is worth recalling first that
the two main SPAD terminals (anode and cathode) intrinsically belong to two voltage domains that
differ by the breakdown voltage, ranging from 10 V to 15 V for very sharp-electric-field profile
detectors [59,109], from 30 V to 50 V for engineered-electric-field profile ones [17,111,117], and
up to more than 250 V for RT-SPADs [105,118]. At the system level this means that if two separate
circuits are used, the co-existence of two very different voltage domains on the same circuit board
must be ensured. On the contrary, having a single circuit featuring both functionalities would
permit having just a single fixed bias voltage on the other terminal. Moreover, the availability of an
AQC with low-current sensing capabilities would halve the number of required interconnections
between the SPAD and its front end. This aspect is particularly crucial for bi-dimensional
SPAD arrays fabricated with either custom technologies that prevent the integration of advanced
electronics on the same chip, or a CMOS process but using a dedicated chip only for detectors to
achieve a high fill factor. Both of these solutions require external electronics to be connected to
the SPAD array, e.g. by means of wire or bump bonding, making a single-terminal front end
practically necessary to scale up to hundreds or thousands of channels.

The first attempt to combine some of the quenching and timing requirements on the same chip
was made by Tisa et al. in 2008 [119] with the so-called variable load quenching circuit (VLQC).
The simplified scheme of this solution is sketched in Figure 11(a): one voltage-controlled
transistor (Ma) is used both as the sense and quenching resistor. To this aim, the gate of Ma is
initially biased at the positive power supply of the logic block, thus providing a relatively low
impedance in the sense phase (about 800 W). Then, as soon as the avalanche is triggered, the
inverter senses the voltage rising across the transistor and it activates the control logic that lowers
the gate voltage of Ma. By doing so, the resistance of Ma is increased thus providing a prompt
passive quenching. The potential success of this solution relies in two main factors: (i) the
exploitation of a feedback loop to change the configuration of the sense/quenching transistor on
the basis of the status of the SPAD, and (ii) the fast response of the loop that can be achieved by
using only a few control elements (in principle, just an inverter) and that is crucial to minimize
power consumption and afterpulsing probability. However, this circuit also presents two main
limitations. On one hand, the exploitation of an inverter to detect the avalanche event is beneficial
in terms of bandwidth and area occupation, but it offers no degrees of freedom to set the readout
threshold, that may indeed be a key timing parameter as widely discussed in Section 3.2. The
reader may think that, at least when the SPAD and the electronics are integrated on the same chip
exploiting a CMOS process, the best possible inverter threshold could be set in the design phase
and the transistors size could be accordingly tailored. However, we highlighted in Section 2.1
that a SPAD circuit model allowing the accurate prediction of timing performance by simulation
has never been reported to date, thus making the sensing threshold a key parameter that should
be tuned at system level to minimize jitter. Even worse, in the VLQC architecture the sense
transistor is always connected to the SPAD, thus limiting the maximum overvoltage to the
highest drain-source voltage that the transistor can tolerate. Early VLQC designs have been
made with low voltage CMOS technologies resulting in a maximum overvoltage that could be
applied to the SPAD of a few volts. Such operating voltage limitation has been mitigated in
the VLQC architecture presented by Lindner et al. [103] (which they called passive quenching
active recharge, PQAR) thanks to the exploitation of a cascoded transistor in series to the sense
MOSFET. In this way, only a fraction of the overvoltage is applied to the drain-source terminals
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of the sense MOSFET, thus allowing to apply an overvoltage that exceeds the single MOSFET
voltage limitations. With this solution Lindner and coworkers were able to apply an overvoltage
of 4.4 V to their SPAD using transistors that can reliably tolerate up to 2.75 V. Simulations showed
that all nodes comply with safe operating conditions. Starting from this work, Gramuglia et al.
exploited two cascoded transistors in series to Ma, resulting in the circuit architecture sketched
in Figure 11(b), to enable an excess bias up to 11 V [16]. With this front end integrated along
with the SPAD, Gramuglia and coworkers applied an overvoltage of 6.5 V obtaining a timing
jitter as low as 7.5 ps FWHM [66], that is the best timing result ever reported with a SPAD so
far, combined with a dead time as low as 3 ns and an afterpulsing probability as low as 0.1%
[16]. However, VLQC and PQAR are both limited in timing applications by their voltage-based
readout of the SPAD terminal: with a low impedance at the sensing node, this solution requires a
low voltage threshold whenever a low equivalent current threshold is necessary. The state-of-art
result obtained by Gramuglia and coworkers is primarily due to the sharp avalanche current edge
of their p-i-n SPAD structure, which probably allowed them to use a relatively high readout
voltage threshold (values are not provided in the paper as the structure is fully integrated and the
threshold is fixed by design) and still obtain a very low timing jitter. Nonetheless, using a VLQC
or a PQAR with other SPADs that require a low-current threshold detection could result in poor
timing precision performance (if the threshold is high) or into a very-low voltage threshold that
would make the pixel exposed to electrical crosstalk in a SPAD array as discussed in 3.2.
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An alternative versatile solution has been presented by Acconcia et al. in 2017 [120] by
combining the features of a high-voltage AQC [104] and a TIA [115] in the so-called time-
resolving AQC (TR-AQC). The simplified schematic of the TR-AQC is shown in Figure 11(c). It
consists of three main blocks: (i) the quenching/reset block, which is responsible for applying
quenching/reset pulses, (ii) the TIA pick-up circuit, that senses the avalanche current, and (iii)
the control logic block which regulates the proper behavior of the whole circuit. In this case, the
AQC architecture of [104] has been substantially preserved thus providing HV quenching/reset
capabilities up to 50 V. To make the coexistence with the AQC possible, the TIA has been
modified with respect to [115] by inserting two HV transistors (MHV1 and MHV2 in Figure 11(c))
that protect the LV part of the circuit. The maximum voltage at the source terminal of MHV1
and MHV2 is always lower than Vdd by some hundreds of millivolts, that is the threshold voltage
of these transistors. Above this value, the two HV MOSFETs are off and the LV part of the
circuit is no more connected to the SPAD anode. Additional circuitry that is not shown in the
figure ensures that no internal node is ever left floating. It is worth highlighting that the two
HV MOSFETs have been placed within the TIA feedback loop to minimize their impact on the
impedance and bandwidth of the system. With this circuit, Acconcia and coworkers achieved
a timing jitter as low as 37 ps with a 80 µm-diameter custom technology thin SPAD with a
threshold as high as 100 mV. The higher complexity of this standalone TR-AQC with respect to
the VLQC architecture provides a higher degree of flexibility, making it suitable to be used with
different types of SPADs requiring an overvoltage up to 50 V, but at the expense of higher power
consumption and area occupation.

4. Timing measurement: methods and outlook

The thorough discussion of Sections 2. and 3. pointed out how the ultimate limit to the timing
performance that can be obtained with a single SPAD is both due to the device itself and to the
ability of sensing the avalanche current when the growth process is still confined to a limited
region. Whilst the variety of currently-available SPADs and front end circuits are exploited in a
large number of applications, there still is a strong research activity in this field. In particular, two
main directions can likely convey most of the future interest and effort: extremely high timing
precision and high speed.

Concerning the precision, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 have extensively described the tradeoff
between PDE and timing tail/jitter that is limiting the performance of current SPAD structures.
A possible solution is based on the separation of the direction along which the light propagates,
which determines the PDE, and the direction along which the electric field is orientated, which
affects the timing performance. A device already proposed in the literature exploiting this idea
is the waveguide SPAD [8], which has gained particular interest from researchers working on
the integration of single-photon detectors within photonic circuits [121,122]. Experimental
realizations of such devices are now starting to come up in the literature, although at the
moment all of them are based on Ge-on-Si technology for detection of telecom wavelengths
such as 1310 [123,124] and 1550 nm [125]. Another promising path is represented by the
use of resonant-cavity-enhanced SPADs. These devices are already an experimental reality in
silicon [126] and were recently proposed also for the detection of telecom photons [127,128].
However, a resonant detector with DCR and afterpulsing similar to the best SPADs is yet to be
demonstrated [129]. Similar considerations about PDE, timing jitter and DCR can be made also
for light-trapping SPADs [130,131], i.e. mesa SPADs based on nanograting layers able to scatter
the photons and trap them within the active volume of the detector.

A second problem, highlighted in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, is the lack of a complete
understanding of the physics underpinning the avalanche build-up and propagation phenomena.
In this regard, modelling will play a crucial role in the future. The works reported by Gramuglia
et al. [16,66] have recently demonstrated that the timing performance of silicon SPADs can be
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further improved by suitably engineering the electric field profile. Therefore, it is reasonable
to foresee that better simulation tools will allow researchers in this field to set the bar even
higher. The lack of accurate models for avalanche build-up and propagation makes it difficult to
access what might be the ultimate timing jitter achievable with silicon SPADs. However, it is
clear that this value is set by two phenomena: the limited carrier velocity in drift regions and
the randomness of impact ionization. Therefore we may speculate that researchers will try to
overcome this limit by looking into materials with higher carriers mobility and better ionization
coefficients. Limiting the impact of such materials on DCR and afterpulsing probability, as well
as their integration in the silicon platform will pose formidable challenges.

Concerning high speed, a short introduction is necessary. Picoseconds timing capabilities of
SPADs are of particular interest in measurements based on the TCSPC technique [101]. However,
while TCSPC would directly benefit from any improvement in SPADs’ timing precision, the
same cannot be immediately said for the detector speed. Indeed, the inverse of the SPAD timing
precision sets the ultimate limit to the equivalent bandwidth of TCSPC in the acquisition of an
optical waveform. On the contrary, the root principles of this technique have historically set
an upper limitation to the detector count rate. Referring to the frequency of the laser that is
used to produce the signal, traditional TCSPC states that the single photon detector count rate
must be limited to a few percent (typically 5%) of the laser rate in order to prevent the so-called
pile-up distortion [101]. Considering for example a laser rate of 80 MHz, which is typical in
many applications especially in the biological field, the above-mentioned constraint would result
in a detector count rate of 4 Mcps. Such value is much lower than the maximum count rate
that can be nowadays achieved with a single SPAD [16,18,132]. Given the limitation set by the
technique itself, high-speed acquisition in TCSPC has been pursued in an alternative way, i.e.
by developing multichannel systems. Following this approach, an overall high count rate can
in principle be achieved by using multiple channels in parallel, each one operated within the
TCSPC speed constraint. In this scenario, the highest level of integration in terms of number of
channels has been achieved by exploiting standard CMOS technologies, allowing the integration
of both SPADs and electronics on the same silicon die [133,134]. Nonetheless, the development
of densely integrated multichannel systems has highlighted several implementation challenges.
Concerning the detector, high yield has been obtained only with planar processes (both custom
and standard ones) so far. Similarly, guidelines and solutions to avoid both optical and electrical
crosstalk have been extensively studied and reported in the literature (the reader interested in
a thorough discussion about these aspects can refer to [8]). Concerning the electronics, the
necessity of a pick-up circuit whose complexity depends on the SPAD current growth profile
has been extensively discussed in Section 3. Moreover, an additional circuit is often required to
measure the time of occurrence of each single photon detection event with respect to a reference
signal (e.g. the laser pulse). This kind of circuit is the time measurement circuit, which is
typically implemented by either exploiting a fully digital approach by means of a time-to-digital
converter (TDC) [135] or with a time to amplitude converter (TAC) [136] followed by an analog
to digital converter (ADC). Since the converter can require a significant amount of area and
power, alternative solutions have been conceived to avoid it in some specific applications. This
is the case of time of flight (ToF) measurements, for example, where a valid alternative to the
direct measurement of the timing interval is the time-gating approach [13,137–139]. It consists
in photon counting within multiple short time windows whose position is finely shifted over
time. In the applications where this approach can be exploited, time-gating can allow the design
of very compact circuitry (e.g. <7 transistors per pixel in [13]). In all other cases, the need
of having both a front end and a TDC/TAC to code the time of arrival of each photon poses a
significant challenge in multichannel systems because of fill factor. If we consider, for example, a
multichannel system made of smart pixels like the one sketched in Fig. 12(a)), consisting of a
front-side illuminated (FSI) SPAD integrated along with quenching front end, TDC and data
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register, it is evident that the active area that can be used to collect the light is only a fraction of
the overall chip area. There are basically three options to mitigate fill-factor issues: (i) circuit
area minimization, (ii) resource sharing and (iii) chip stacking. Since high timing performance
requires complex circuitry, circuit area minimization can easily result in limited performance
and/or functionalities. Timing resolution with a compact TDC integrated in each pixel is typically
on the order of several tens of picoseconds [133,140]. Alternatively, resource sharing is a
well-founded option to reduce the area occupied by the time measurement circuit. Nonetheless,
the number of pixels that can share one converter is limited to a few ones (typically four or eight)
due to potential conflicts among pixels that could result into signal loss and/or distortion. In
all cases, a quenching/reset circuit for each pixel is necessary to guarantee its independence,
thus posing the ultimate limit to the achievable fill factor. For all these reasons, 3D stacking
has been the real breakthrough in this field [138,139,141–144], allowing the combination of a
detector-only chip and a circuit-only chip by either through silicon vias (TSVs) [145] or using
backside-illuminated (BSI) SPAD architectures [103,146,147]. 3D stacking provides a twofold
advantage: it minimizes the impact of the electronics area on the fill factor and, at the same time,
it allows the exploitation of different technologies for detector and electronics thus allowing their
independent optimization. In all cases, a further improvement to fill factor can be obtained by the
exploitation of microlenses [148–150].
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differential readout filters out the spurious disturbance induced by the AQC during the fast
reset transition. Vbias,d provides a degree of freedom to set an equivalent threshold on the
active-SPAD signal readout.

It is worth mentioning that the remarkable level of integration achieved in SPAD-based
multichannel systems has set new challenges in data extraction. The architectures that have
been presented in the literature can be classified by their readout mechanism into clock-driven,
event-driven and router-based architectures. While in principle data extraction should not affect
the timing performance, its impact on the overall system speed affects the design strategy, with
potential effects also on timing. The router-based architecture, for example, requires a delay line
on the signal path before it reaches the time measurement circuit, thus adding a stage that can
directly contribute to the overall timing jitter. The reader interested in a comparison among data
extraction architectures can refer to [151].

Overall, the best timing performance achieved with a single channel have not been extended to
a multichannel structure so far, leaving an open door for near-future work in this direction.
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In recent years there has been also a significant research interest in increasing the single channel
count rate in timing applications. Some correction algorithms have been proposed to correct
the pile-up distortion occurring in TCSPC when using a high detector count rate [152–154].
However, these approaches typically require some previous knowledge of the sample under test,
thus limiting their range of applicability. In 2017, Cominelli et al. reported theoretical evidence
that pile up can be actually avoided in TCSPC at high rates, provided that the detector dead
time is matched to an integer number of excitation periods [102]. With this approach, a count
rate as high as 32 Mcps with a single channel in a 80 MHz-laser setup has been experimentally
demonstrated [155], increasing by a factor of eight the speed of a TCSPC acquisition chain with
respect to the classic approach. Concerning timing, the remarkable increment of the detector
count rate with respect to classic TCSPC experiments sets new challenging requirements on
AQC and pick-up circuit. On one hand, the AQC should be able to reset the SPAD as quickly as
possible to minimize the number of photons that can be detected during the reset phase. Indeed,
those photons must be discarded to ensure negligible distortion at high rates, and so minimizing
their number is crucial for system efficiency. On the other hand, a fast reset transition at one of the
SPAD terminals is easily coupled to the other terminal through the anode-cathode capacitance,
potentially causing the activation of the pick-up circuit. This scenario has been already faced in
fast-gating systems, i.e. whenever the selective activation of the SPAD is used to filter out noise
and/or interfering signals. Dalla Mora et al. in [156] showed that, with the pick-up circuit of
Figure 9(a), the unwanted disturbance at the comparator input due to a fast reset transition (200 ps
rising edge, 5.5 V pulse) can be higher than the signal itself (3 times higher in their case). To
avoid this issue, both in fast-gating and fast TCSPC with matched dead time setups, the solution
of choice is based on the exploitation of a dummy cell besides the active SPAD [157] to minimize
the impact of the fast reset transition on the timing measurement.

The basic simplified schematic of this solution is sketched in Figure 12(b). An AQC, in this
case connected to the cathode side, is used to drive both the active SPAD and a dummy cell,
while two identical pick-up resistors are connected at the anode side, followed by a differential
comparator. When the AQC applies its fast reset transition, the high spurious signal is generated
on both branches thanks to the symmetry of the stage, thus generating a common mode signal
that is ideally rejected. On the contrary, the absorption of a photon only generates a current on
the active SPAD branch, resulting into a differential signal that triggers the comparator. By using
two different bias voltages below the pick-up resistors, it is possible to set the equivalent threshold
of the avalanche current detection, a parameter that can be crucial in timing measurements as
widely discussed in Section 3. In this kind of setup, the exploitation of another SPAD as dummy
cell is beneficial to maximize the symmetry of the two branches. However, it must be also
guaranteed that this auxiliary detector always remains off. To this aim, one possibility is to
use a dummy SPAD featuring a higher breakdown voltage with respect to the active one. In
this way, the dummy SPAD can be kept below breakdown for any voltage applied by the shared
AQC. However, this solution requires SPADs that have quite the same structure (to have the
same parasitics), but feature different electric field profiles, which adds complexity, especially
to integrate them both on the same silicon die, and it could be hardly feasible with standard
technologies. In case the dummy and the active SPAD feature the same breakdown voltage, an
independent bias network can be used on the dummy branch, and the AQC can be connected by
means of an AC-coupled network. This solution has been successfully exploited by Acconcia
et al. in [158]. An alternative solution could consist in the exploitation of a physically-blinded
SPAD as dummy cell (e.g. covered by a metal layer), whose PDE is null also when biased above
the breakdown voltage. However, in this case the DCR of the dummy cell would contribute to
the overall noise of the system.

Overall, the matched dead time approach provided a new option to achieve high speed in
timing measurements. We expect that this result will set new technological challenges, such as
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integrating a dummy cell and a differential readout into a compact structure that can extend this
solution to a multichannel, integrated and fast system. Furthermore, this result put into question
the long-standing belief that TCSPC was an intrinsically slow technique, potentially contributing
to increase the research interest and effort toward fast timing measurements.

5. Conclusion

One of the most peculiar features of SPADs is the ability to provide the information about the
time of arrival of single photons with picoseconds precision. In this review we focused on silicon
SPADs, suitable to detect light in the visible range and up to the near infrared region of the
spectrum, and on the circuit solutions that have allowed to extract the best timing performance
from these sensors. The performance of the most suitable SPADs for timing applications are
summarized in Table 1. This table provides a reference summary for SPAD and front end
designers and it can also be useful to system designers that have to select the detector and the
front end electronics that best fit the specific requirements of the final application. Starting from
the table, it is possible to summarize this work as follows.

Table 1. Summary of SPAD and front end circuit performance.

Type of SPAD Diameter
[µm]

Breakdown
[V]

Overvoltage
[V]

Maximum
PDE

PDE
@800nm

DCRa

[cps]
Front end

circuit
Min. dead
time [ns]

Timing
jitter [ps]

Tail time
constant [ps]

CMOS p-i-n [16] 25 21.5 6 55%
@480nm

12% 100 PQAR 3 12.1b 31.5 @515 nm

CMOS 130 nm [58] 8 20 12 72% @560
nm

28% 1.4k PQC +
inverter

30 52 >1000 @654nm

CMOS BCD 130
nm [18]

10 26.5 5 48% @490
nm

10% ∼60 VLQC 0.93 75 80 @850 nm

Custom reach
through [105]

180c 364.6 22 70% c

@650nm
62%c 25-1.5kc AQC +

low-R sense
8.8 235 500 @780 nm

Custom red
enhanced [117,159]

50 41.5 20 60%
@650nm

40% 5k AQC + TIA 15 83 300d @780 nm

Custom thin [120] 80 34.2 5 52e

@525nm
15%e ∼2.5ke TR_AQC 12.5 37 350 @780 nm

aData are reported at room temperature.
b7.5 ps @6.5 V of overvoltage [66].
cData from commercial datasheet [118].
dTypical data reported in [12].
eDerived from [48].

CMOS technologies have been playing a key role especially thanks to the possibility of
integrating both detector and complex electronics on the same chip. Indeed, the intrinsic parasitic
minimization of this approach can have beneficial effects in terms of current collection and
overall speed. Dead times of few ns [16] and even below 1 ns [18] have been demonstrated with
CMOS SPADs. On the other hand, the exploitation of a single standard technology for both
detector and electronics can result into SPADs featuring a relatively low PDE, especially in the
near infrared. This is typically due to thin layer structures and the relatively low overvoltage
required to comply with the safe operating region of the low voltage transistors within the front
end circuit. With a non-isolated structure and an overvoltage exceeding 10 V, a PDE as high as
28% at 800 nm with a CMOS SPAD has been demonstrated, but at the expense of DCR (even
with a diameter smaller than 10 µm) and tail time constant (> 1 ns) [58]. Custom technologies
current provide the best PDE in the NIR, but combined with a timing jitter of at least 83 ps [117].
New device structures can break new grounds in the timing precision achievable with SPADs, as
recently demonstrated by the first p-i-n structure achieving sub-10 ps timing jitter combined with
low dark count rates, ultrashort tail time constant and low afterpulsing probability with a few ns
dead time [66]. At the same time, combining best in class timing performance with high speed
would be paramount to finally bring time-resolved measurements to life-changing applications.
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